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A Statement Made by Rev. Prajnalankar Bhlkkhu of Peace Campaign Group 0 0 

in the UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations held from ^ 
July 27- 31,1998 at the UN Office at Geneva, Switzerland ^ 

It has been more than half year since a peace agreement was reached between the JSS of CHT ^ 
and the government of Bangladesh on 2 December 1997. However, the implementation process Vo 
of the agreement has been very discouraging so far. ^ 

Immediately before signing the CHT Peace Accord, the government is said to have committed 
that the JSS would be given full power to form the interim Regional Council in CHT with their own 
selected persons. But, now the government is dictating the JSS in constituting the regional body. 
As a result, a serious controversy has been arisen In CHT over the Issue. 

By modifying the definition of "non-tribal permanent resident in C H T in the Rangamati Hill District 
Council Bill 1998, the government has virtually recognized 20,000 settler families as non-tribal 
permanent residents in the area. According to the new definition, a "non-tribal permanent 
resident in CHT means a person who is not a tribal or who has legal land entitlement and lives at 
a particular address in CHT" . In the new definition, the word "or" was used very deliberately in 
place of "and" ("and" was used in the original definition) so that the settlers who have already 
managed land entitJement in CHT are treated as non-tribal permanent residents in the region by 
laws. 

According to verbal agreement between the JSS leader and the Prime Minister, the government is 
to stop supplying ration to the settlers and dismantle their cluster villages and transfer them from 
CHT. Instead of respecting this agreement, the government is rather preparing various 
development projects for them to give more proper settlement than they have presently in CHT. 

None of the military camps has been dismantled in CHT so far. The military is still causing a 
general threat to the local Jumma peoples. The vested interest of the military in staying in CHT 
coupled with bureaucratic complexities in the country are also creating obstacles in every step in 
implementing the agreement. 

The Land Commission to be formed under the agreement to settle land disputes and ensure land 
rights of the Jumma peoples is yet to come into existence. As a result, 1,667 Jumma returnee 
families have not been able to get back their homesteads till today. 

Besides, around 20,000 Jumma returnees who were not issued ration card for late arrival in India 
in 1986 returned unofficially to CHT. They were not given arty rehabilitation, because the 
government did not recognize them as refugee. Many of them reportedly died of starvation, of 
water-borne diseases and of malnutrition. There is a need of emergency international assistance 
in CHT to cope with the hardships being faced by the returnees. 

Incidents like, disappearance and assassination of the Jumma peoples and rape of the 
Jumma women by military and settlers, communal tension, frequent strike and demonstration 
against the peace agreement by the main opposition party, BNP and its allies etc. continue to hurt 
the peace deal in CHT. 
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In lieu of institutionalization of the administrative set up in CHT first, the government is trying 
desperately to get fund from various donor countries and financial institutions such as UNDP, 
ADB etc. to start some controversial development projects in CHT. It had constituted a UNDP 
sponsored Needs Assessment Committee headed by Ali Haider Khan, Rtd. Divisional 
Commissioner of Chittagong to assess the post-conflict needs in CHT. The Committee had had 
talks with various Jumma organizations and individuals including the JSS leaders regarding 
priority areas of development in the region during its 11-day visit from 18-28 April 1998. The 
Committee made its Findings and Recommendations public in May 1998. Surprisingly, some 
objections of the Jumma peoples against construction of new road, extraction of natural gas, 
disproportionate development in the areas of telecommunication and tourism etc. were not 
reflected in the Committee's work. 

Notwithstanding, the Findings and Recommendations of the Committee was unilateraiiy 
presented by the government in an international conference organized by itself on 21-22 June 
1998 in Dhaka. Representatives from donor countries and funding agencies, diplomats, 
international experts in peace and conflict resolution and some Jumma and JSS leaders were 
invited in the conference. However, the conference took a ridiculous turn when the JSS 
representatives were debarred from speaking in the proceedings. 

The Round Table Meeting of the Jumma Peoples held from 28-30 June 1998 in Kathmandu, 
Nepal strongly protest against the Committee's Findings and Recommendations and rejected it 
as saying "unrealistic", for it, according to the Meeting, failed to assess the basic needs of the 
Jumma in post-agreement phase in CHT. The Meeting called upon the representative body of 
CHT to assess the needs of the Jumma peoples and design a holistic development plan for the 
region accordingly. 

The government has been successful in bringing about an end to the long-running CHT armed 
conflict by signing a peace agreement with the JSS; it will no doubt be successful in getting a 
huge amount of money from various donor countries and funding organizations in the name of 
development in CHT; it might also be successful in building up its image at both national and 
international levels for the same. However, that is not all — the meaning and significance of the 
peace accord lies in its proper implementation about which the government has apparently no 
urgency at this moment, simply because now it is in comfort as the JSS had laid down its arms. 

i welcome the initiatives of many donor countries and funding institutions to provide Bangladesh 
government with fund for consolidation of peace and an overall development in CHT. However, 
experience says that some time such fund brings negative impact to the local peoples if provided 
without ensuring good governance system in their region. 

So I hope that the donor countries, funding organizations and various human rights and peace 
initiatives around the world will come forward to help ensure good governance system in CHT 
before granting any financial or other assistance to the government of Bangladesh for 
development in CHT. 

tk * * 
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